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Assuming u is a quasi-de�nite linear funtional, there exists a sequene of moni polynomials(Pn)n with deg Pn = n, suh thathu; Pn Pmi = knÆn;m; kn 6= 0:We introdue a new linear funtionaleu = u + MXi=1 AiÆ(x� ai)� NXj=1 BjÆ0(x� bj); (1.1)where (Ai)Mi=1 and (Bj)Nj=1 are real numbers, Æ(x � y) and Æ0(x � y) mean the Dira linearfuntional and its derivative, respetively, de�ned byhÆ(x� y); p(x)i = p(y); hÆ0(x� y); p(x)i = �p0(y); 8p 2 P:Suh a kind of linear funtionals have been studied intensively in the last ten years. Forinstane, if Bi = 0, i = 1; 2; : : : ; N and u is a lassial linear funtional (Hermite, Laguerre,Jaobi, and Bessel) neessary and suÆient onditions in order toeu be quasi-de�nite are given in[3℄. Notie that in the Laguerre ase (withM = 1 and a1 = 0), Jaobi (withM = 2 and a1 = 1,a2 = �1), Bessel ase (with M = 1 and a1 = 0) we get the so-alled Krall-type orthogonalpolynomials whih are related to the spetral analysis of linear di�erential operators (see e.g.[10, 15℄) and also appear in the Darboux transformation on the Jaobi matrix assoiated withthe three-term reurrene relation whih suh polynomials satisfy (see [12, 13℄, as well as [14℄for some iteration of the Darboux transformation).If some Bi is nonzero, then a general approah to the quasi-de�niteness of the linear fun-tional eu is presented in [6℄. For the ase of lassial funtionals we have studied the orre-sponding sequenes of orthogonal polynomials in several papers: For the Laguerre funtionalsee [1, 2℄, for the Bessel linear funtional see [4℄ and, �nally, for the Jaobi linear funtional see[5℄. Notie that in these ases the points where the Dira linear funtionals are supported areintimately related to the end points of the support of u.Very reently and following a multiple integral representation of Heine for Hankel matriesas well as the orresponding sequenes of orthogonal polynomials, in [9℄ a similar study hasbeen done. Surprisingly, the authors do not refer the above ontributions and even, they donot disuss the quasi-de�nite harater of the linear funtional eu. Basially they obtain ouroriginal results using a di�erent approah.The aim of this ontribution is to analyze the linear funtional eu introdued in (1.1) and to�nd neessary and suÆient onditions for its quasi-de�niteness. Next, we dedue an expliitrepresentation of the orresponding sequene of moni orthogonal polynomials ( eP n)n. Thisonstitutes the ontents of the setion 2. In setion 3 we obtain the oeÆients of the three-term reurrene relation. In setion 4 we assume u is a semilassial linear funtional and thenwe dedue a raising as well as a lowering operator assoiated with eu. In setion 5 we dedue aseond order linear di�erential equation from the above results. Finally, in setion 6 an examplerelated to the Hermite polynomials is worked out.2



2 De�nition of the funtional eu.Consider the linear funtional eu given in (1.1), i.e.,eu = u + MXi=1 AiÆ(x� ai)� NXj=1 BjÆ0(x� bj):If eu is quasi-de�nite then there exists a sequene of moni polynomials ( eP n)n orthogonal withrespet to eu and therefore we an onsider the Fourier expansioneP n(x) = Pn(x) + n�1Xk=0 �n;kPk(x): (2.1)Then, for 0 � k � n� 1,
�n;k = hu; eP n(x)Pk(x)ihu; P 2k (x)i = � MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)Pk(ai) + NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj)P 0k(bj) + NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj)Pk(bj)hu; P 2k (x)i= � MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai) Pk(ai)hu; P 2k (x)i � NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj) P 0k(bj)hu; P 2k (x)i � NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj) Pk(bj)hu; P 2k (x)i :Thus, (2.1) beomeseP n(x) = Pn(x)� MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)Kn�1(x; ai)� NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj)K(0;1)n�1 (x; bj)� NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj)Kn�1(x; bj);(2.2)where, as usual, we denoteK(i;j)n (x; y) = nXl=0 P (i)l (x)P (j)l (y)hu; P 2l (x)i ; P (i)l (x) := didxiPl(x); i; j 2 N:For a sake of simpliity K(0;0)n (x; y) := Kn(x; y) denotes the reproduing kernel assoiated withthe linear funtional u. It is very well known that hu;Kn(x; y)p(x)i = p(y) for every polynomialp(x) of degree less than or equal to n.If we evaluate (2.2) for x = ak, k = 1; 2; : : : ;M we geteP n(ak) = Pn(ak)� MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)Kn�1(ak; ai)� NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj)K(0;1)n�1 (ak; bj)� NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj)Kn�1(ak; bj): (2.3)
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A similar evaluation in (2.2) for x = bk, k = 1; 2; : : : ; N , yieldseP n(bk) = Pn(bk)� MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)Kn�1(bk; ai)� NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj)K(0;1)n�1 (bk; bj)� NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj)Kn�1(bk; bj): (2.4)Finally, taking derivatives in (2.2) and evaluating the resulting expression for x = bk, k =1; 2; : : : ; N , we obtaineP 0n(bk) = P 0n(bk)� MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)K(1;0)n�1 (bk; ai)� NXj=1 Bj eP n(bj)K(1;1)n�1 (bk; bj)� NXj=1 Bj eP 0n(bj)K(1;0)n�1 (bk; bj): (2.5)
Thus we get a system ofM +2N linear equations in the variables ( eP n(ak))Mk=1, ( eP n(bk))Nk=1 and( eP 0n(bk))Nk=1.In order to simplify the above expressions we introdue the following notations (AT is thetranspose of A):Pn(~z) = (Pn(z1); Pn(z2); : : : ; Pn(zk))T ; P0n(~z) = (P 0n(z1); P 0n(z2); : : : ; P 0n(zk))T ;where ~z = (z1; z2; � � � ; zk)T . Also we introdue the matries K(i;j)n�1(~z; ~y) 2 C p�q whose (m;n)entry is K(i;j)n�1(zm; yn). Here ~z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zp) and ~y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yq). Finally, we in-trodue the matries assoiated with the mass points A = diag (A1; A2; : : : ; AM) and B =diag (B1; B2; : : : ; BN).With these notations the linear system of equations (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) beomes0� ePn(~a)ePn(~b)eP0n(~b)1A = 0�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A� K n�1D0� ePn(~a)ePn(~b)eP0n(~b)1A ; (2.6)where ~a = (a1; a2; : : : ; aM)T , ~b = (b1; b2; : : : ; bN )T , andD = 0�A 0 00 0 B0 B 0 1A ; K n�1 = 0�Kn�1(~a;~a) Kn�1(~a;~b) K(0;1)n�1 (~a;~b)Kn�1(~b;~a) Kn�1(~b;~b) K(0;1)n�1 (~b;~b)K(1;0)n�1 (~b;~a) K(0;1)n�1 (~b;~b) K(1;1)n�1 (~b;~b)1A ;or, equivalently,0� ePn(~a)ePn(~b)eP0n(~b)1A = 0�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A�0�Kn�1(~a;~a)AePn(~a) +K(0;1)n�1 (~a;~b)BePn(~b) +Kn�1(~a;~b)BeP0n(~b)Kn�1(~b;~a)AePn(~a) +K(0;1)n�1 (~b;~b)BePn(~b) +Kn�1(~b;~b)BeP0n(~b)K(1;0)n�1 (~b;~a)AePn(~a) +K(1;1)n�1 (~b;~b)BePn(~b) +K(0;1)n�1 (~b;~b)BeP0n(~b)1A :4



Notie that all the involved blok matries have the appropriate dimensions. Thus, if thematrix I+K n�1D, where I is the identity matrix, is non singular, then we get the existene anduniqueness for the solution of (2.6).In suh a ase (2.2) beomeseP n(x) = Pn(x)� (KTn�1(x;~a);KTn�1(x;~b);K(0;1)n�1 T(x;~a) )D(I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A : (2.7)On the other hand, taking into aount the quasi-de�nite harater of eu, we get0 6= heu; eP 2n(x)i = heu; eP n(x)Pn(x)i = hu; eP n(x)Pn(x)i+ MXi=1 Ai eP n(ai)Pn(ai)+ NXj=1 Bj � eP 0n(bj)Pn(bj) + eP n(bj)P 0n(bj)� :Using the previous notations, as well as hu; eP n(x)Pn(x)i = hu; P 2n(x)i, the above expressionbeomes heu; eP 2n(x)i = hu; P 2n(x)i + (PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) ) D0� ePn(~a)ePn(~b)eP0n(~b)1A (2.8)= hu; P 2n(x)i + (PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) ) D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A :Thus, as a onlusion, we have proved that if eu is a quasi-de�nite linear funtional then thefollowing onditions hold:1. The matrix I + K n�1D is nonsingular for every n 2 N , i.e.det(I + K n�1D) 6= 0; 8n 2 N : (2.9)2. For all n 2 Nheu; eP 2n(x)i = hu; P 2n(x)i+(PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) )D (I+K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A 6= 0: (2.10)Conversely, (2.9) and (2.10) are also suÆient onditions for the quasi-de�nite harater of eu.In order to prove it we proeed as follows. Let eP n be the polynomial given by (2.7). Then, for0 � j � n� 1heu; eP n(x)Pj(x)i = hu; eP n(x)Pj(x)i+ (PTj (~a);PTj (~b);P0jT (~b) ) D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A :5



Now, taking into aount the reproduing property of the kernel and hu; Pj(x)K(0;1)n�1 (x; b)i =P 0j(b), we gethu; eP n(x)Pj(x)i = hu; Pn(x)Pj(x)i � (PTj (~a);PTj (~b);P0jT (~b) ) D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A :From the above two formulas one has heu; eP n(x)Pj(x)i = hu; Pn(x)Pj(x)i = 0, for 0 � j � n�1.On the other hand,heu; eP n(x)Pn(x)i = hu; eP n(x)Pn(x)i+ (PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) )D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A= hu; P 2n(x)i+ (PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) )D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A 6= 0;from (2.10). Thus, eP n is the n-th moni polynomial orthogonal with respet to the linearfuntional eu. Then we have provedTheorem 1 The linear funtional eu given by (1.1) is a quasi-de�nite linear funtional if andonly if(i) The matrix I + K n�1D is nonsingular for every n 2 N.(ii) hu; P 2n(x)i+ (PTn (~a);PTn (~b);P0nT (~b) )D (I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A 6= 0, for every n 2 N.In suh a ase, the orresponding sequene ( eP n)n of moni orthogonal polynomials is given byeP n(x) = Pn(x)� (KTn�1(x;~a);KTn�1(x;~b);K(0;1)n�1 T(x;~a) )D(I + K n�1D)�10�Pn(~a)Pn(~b)P0n(~b)1A :Remarks:1. If the entries of the matrix D are nonzero, then D is an hermitian matrix whih is non-singular. Then D(I + K n�1D)�1 = (D�1 + K n�1)�1 = Mn�1;where D�1 + K n�1 is an hermitian matrix. Thus (2.10) means that1 + "n ( bPTn (~a); bPTn (~b); bP0nT (~b) )Mn�10� bPn(~a)bPn(~b)bP0n(~b)1A 6= 0; bPn(ai) = Pn(ai)pjhu; P 2n(x)ij ;and "n = sign (hu; P 2n(x)i). 6



2. If some entries of D are zero, then we an redue the size of our system. The samesituation holds when (ai)Mi=1T(bj)Nj=1 6= ;. In suh a ase, the orresponding equations in(2.3) are redued beause of the repetition in (2.4).3. Taking into aount the Christo�el-Darboux formula we haveKn�1(x; y) = 1kn �Pn(x)Pn�1(y)� Pn(y)Pn�1(x)x� y � ; kn = hu; P 2n(x)i;as well asK(0;1)n�1 (x; y) = 1kn �Pn(x)P 0n�1(y)� P 0n(y)Pn�1(x)x� y + Pn(x)Pn�1(y)� Pn(y)Pn�1(x)(x� y)2 � :Inserting this two expressions in (2.7) and denoting �(x) = QMi=1(x � ai)QNj=1(x � bj)2,we dedue �(x) eP n(x) = A(x;n)Pn(x) +B(x;n)Pn�1(x); (2.11)where A(x;n) and B(x;n) are polynomials of degree independent of n and at most 2N+Mand 2N +M � 1, respetively.On the other hand, from the three-term reurrene relation that the sequene (Pn)nsatis�es xPn(x) = Pn+1(x) + �nPn(x) + nPn�1(x); (2.12)and taking into aount (2.11) we get, for n � 1�(x) eP n�1(x) = C(x;n)Pn(x) +D(x;n)Pn�1(x); (2.13)where C(x;n) = �B(x;n� 1)n�1 ; D(x;n) = A(x;n� 1) + x� �n�1n�1 B(x;n� 1):4. An inverse proess an be done in order to reover the linear funtional u in terms of eu(we need to add to eu the same masses but with opposite sign). In suh a way we andedue the existene of polynomials A(x;n) and B(x;n) with degrees independent of nsuh that �(x)Pn(x) = A(x;n) eP n(x) +B(x;n) eP n�1(x); (2.14)as well as the ounterpart�(x)Pn�1(x) = C(x;n) eP n(x) +D(x;n) eP n�1(x): (2.15)7



3 A Three-Term Reurrene Relation for ( eP n)n.In the following we assume that eu is quasi-de�nite. Then, the sequene ( eP n)n of moni poly-nomials orthogonal with respet to eu satis�es a three-term reurrene relation (TTRR)x eP n(x) = eP n+1(x) + e�n eP n(x) + en eP n�1(x); n 2 N ; (3.1)with the initial onditions eP�1(x) = 0, eP 0(x) = 1.Our aim is to obtain the oeÆients e�n and en of the TTRR (3.1) for the polynomials eP northogonal with respet to eu, in terms of the oeÆients �n and n of the TTRR (2.12) of themoni polynomials orthogonal with respet to u.To do it we proeed as follows. By de�nitionen = heu; eP 2n(x)iheu; eP 2n�1(x)i : (3.2)Taking into aount (2.10) as well as remark 1 of theorem 1, we get, for n > 1en = n 1 + "n ( bPTn (~a); bPTn (~b); bP0nT (~b) )Mn�1 ( bPn(~a); bPn(~b); bP0n(~b) )T1 + "n�1 ( bPTn�1(~a); bPTn�1(~b); bP0n�1T (~b) )Mn�2 ( bPn�1(~a); bPn�1(~b); bP0n�1(~b) )T ;as well as, for n = 1e1 = heu; eP 21(x)iheu; eP 20(x)i = heu; eP 21(x)ihu; eP 20(x)i+PMi=1Ai= 11 + "1 ( bPT1 (~a); bPT1 (~b); bP01T (~b) )M0 ( bP1(~a); bP1(~b); bP01(~b) )1 +PMi=1Ai=u0 ;where u0 = hu; 1i is the �rst moment of the funtional u.On the other hand, e�n = heu; x eP 2n(x)i=heu; eP 2n(x)i. Nevertheless, it is better to ompute e�n ina di�erent way. If ebn denote the oeÆient of xn�1 for eP n and bn the orresponding oeÆientof xn�1 for Pn we have, e�n = ebn �ebn�1. To obtain ebn we use the Eq. (2.7) whih yieldsebn = bn � "n"n�1jnj1=2 ( bPTn�1(~a); bPTn�1(~b); bP0n�1T (~b) )Mn�10� bPTn (~a)bPTn (~b)bP0nT (~b)1A :Thus, for n � 1,e�n = �n+ "n"n+1jn+1j1=2 ( bPTn (~a); bPTn(~b); bP0nT (~b) )Mn0� bPTn+1(~a)bPTn+1(~b)bP0n+1T (~b)1A� "n"n�1jnj1=2 ( bPTn�1(~a); bPTn�1(~b); bP0n�1T (~b) )Mn�10� bPTn(~a)bPTn (~b)bP0nT (~b)1A :8



Finally, for n = 1 we have e�1 = heu; xiheu; 1i = u1 +PMi=1 aiAi +PNj=1Bju0 +PMi=1Ai :4 Raising and lowering operators for ( eP n)n.In the following we assume that the linear funtional u is semilassial, i.e., there exist polyno-mials  and �, with deg � � 1, suh thatD( u) = �u; D = ddx: (4.1)Here we use the distributional notation in the sense that for a polynomial � we de�ne the linearfuntional �u in suh a way thath�u; pi := hu; �pi; hDu; pi := �hu; p0i; 8p 2 P:Proposition 1 If u is a semilassial linear funtional, then the linear funtional eu introduedin (1.1) is also a semilassial funtional.Proof: Taking into aount the fat that for the polynomial �(x) =QMi=1(x�ai)QNj=1(x� bj)2we get �u = �eu, we an onsiderD(�2 eu) = D(�2 u) = �2D( u)+2��0 u = �2�u+2�0 �u = (��+2�0 )�u = (��+2�0 )�eu;i.e., there exist polynomials e = �2 and e� = (��+ 2�0 )� suh that D(e eu) = e�eu.Notie that the hoie of e and e� is not, in general, optimal. For instane, ifD(� eu) = D(� u) = �D( u) + �0 u = (�� + �0 )u;and we assume �0 is a multiple of �, i.e., �0 = ��, where � is a polynomial then the aboveequation yields D(� eu) = �(� + �)u = �(� + �)eu;and thus e = � and e� = �(� + �). This is the reason why the study of the ases whenthe set (ai)Mi=1S(bj)Nj=1 is redued to the set of zeros of  allows to redue substantially theomputation.Proposition 2 (Maroni [16℄) If u is a semilassial linear funtional, then there exist polyno-mials M1(x;n), N1(x;n) with degree independent of n, suh that (x)P 0n(x) =M1(x;n)Pn(x) +N1(x;n)Pn�1(x): (4.2)9



In suh a sense the operator Ln :=  D�M1(x;n)I reads as a lowering operator. On the otherhand, using the TTRR (2.12) we get (x)P 0n(x) =M2(x;n)Pn(x) +N2(x;n)Pn+1(x): (4.3)Thus the operator Rn :=  D �M2(x;n)I reads as a raising operator. As a onsequene ofthe existene of lowering and raising operators assoiated with a semilassial linear funtional,there exist polynomials with degrees independent of n, R(x;n), S(x;n), and T (x;n) suh that(see [16, 17℄) R(x;n)P 00n (x) + S(x;n)P 0n(x) + T (x;n)Pn(x) = 0:The interest of suh a di�erential equation for the eletrostati interpretation of the loationof the zeros of Pn was inreased in the last years. For more details in the ase when the linearfuntional u is assoiated with an external �eld with eventually mass points outside its supportsee [18, 19℄ (see also [11℄ and referenes therein).With the above notation we haveProposition 3 The lowering operator eLn assoiated with the semilassial linear funtional euis eLn = e (x)D � fM1(x;n)I, i.e.,e (x) eP 0n(x) = fM1(x;n) eP n(x) + eN1(x;n) eP n�1(x); (4.4)where e (x) = �2(x) (x) and fM1(x;n) and fM2(x;n) are given by formulas (4.5) and (4.6),respetively.Proof: Using (2.11) we havee (x) eP 0n(x) = �(x) (x)[(�(x) eP n(x))0 � �0(x) eP n(x)℄=  (x)[A0(x;n)�(x)Pn(x) +B0(x;n)�(x)Pn�1(x)℄+�(x)[A(x;n) (x)P 0n(x) +B(x;n) (x)P 0n�1(x)℄�  (x)�0(x)�(x) eP n(x):But from (4.2) and (4.3), the above expression beomese (x) eP 0n(x) =  (x)[A0(x;n)�(x)Pn(x) +B0(x;n)�(x)Pn�1(x)℄+�(x)fA(x;n)[M1(x;n)Pn(x) +N1(x;n)Pn�1(x)℄+B(x;n)[M2(x;n� 1)Pn�1(x) +N2(x;n� 1)Pn(x)℄g �  (x)�0(x)�(x) eP n(x);i. e., e (x) eP 0n = �(x)Pn(x)[ (x)A0(x;n) + A(x;n)M1(x;n) +B(x;n)N2(x;n� 1)℄+�(x)Pn�1(x)[ (x)B0(x;n) + A(x;n)N1(x;n) +B(x;n)M2(x;n� 1)℄� (x)�0(x)�(x) eP n(x): 10



Finally, from (2.14) and (2.15) we gete (x) eP 0n(x) = fM1(x;n) eP n(x) + eN1(x;n) eP n�1(x);where fM1(x;n) =  (x)[A(x;n)A0(x;n) + C(x;n)B0(x;n)� �(x)�0(x)+A(x;n)[A(x;n)M1(x;n) + C(x;n)N1(x;n)℄+B(x;n)[A(x;n)N2(x;n� 1) + C(x;n)M2(x;n� 1)℄; (4.5)as well as eN1(x;n) =  (x)[B(x;n)A0(x;n) +D(x;n)B0(x;n)+A(x;n)[B(x;n)M1(x;n) +D(x;n)N1(x;n)℄+B(x;n)[B(x;n)N2(x;n� 1) +D(x;n)M2(x;n� 1)℄: (4.6)In a similar way we an dedue the representation for the raising operator. Taking intoaount (4.4) and the TTRR (3.1) we obtaine (x) eP 0n(x) = fM2(x;n) eP n(x) + eN2(x;n) eP n+1(x); (4.7)where fM2(x;n) = fM1(x;n) + x� e�nen eN1(x;n); eN2(x;n) = � eN1(x;n)en :Remark: Notie that is the degree of e and ~� is not optimal then we an redue the degreesof the polynomials fM1 and eN1 in (4.4).5 The seond order di�erential equation for ( eP n)n.From (4.4) and (4.7) a seond order linear di�erential equation immediately follows. In fat,from (4.4) we have, formally,eP n�1(x) = e (x) eP 0n(x)� fM1(x;n) eP n(x)eN1(x;n) : (5.1)But if we onsider (4.7) for polynomials of degree n� 1 instead of n thene (x) eP 0n�1(x) = fM2(x;n� 1) eP n�1(x) + eN2(x;n� 1) eP n(x): (5.2)Thus the substitution of (5.1) in (5.2) yieldse (x)( 1eN1(x;n) [ e (x) eP 00n(x) + e 0(x) eP 0n(x)� fM 01(x;n) eP n(x)� fM1(x;n) eP 0n(x)℄� eN 01(x;n)eN21 (x;n) + fM2(x;n� 1)eN1(x;n) ! [ e (x) eP 0n(x)� fM1(x;n) eP n(x)℄) = eN2(x;n� 1) eP n(x):11



If we now multiply the above equation by eN21 (x;n), then we dedue that there exist polynomialseR(x;n), eS(x;n) and eT (x;n) of degree independent of n suh thateR(x;n) eP 00n(x) + eS(x;n) eP 0n(x) + eT (x;n) eP n(x) = 0; (5.3)with eR(x;n) = e 2(x) eN1(x;n);eS(x;n) = e (x) eN1(x;n)[ e 0(x)� fM1(x;n)� e (x)fM2(x;n� 1)℄� eN 01(x;n) e 2(x)�eT (x;n) = [ eN 01(x;n)fM1(x;n)� eN1(x;n)fM 01(x;n)℄ e (x)� eN2(x;n� 1) eN21 (x;n):6 Example: The modi�ed Hermite polynomialsIn this setion we will onsider an example related to Hermite polynomials. More preisely, wewill onsider the polynomials eHn(x) orthogonal with respet to the funtional eu suh thatheu; pi = hu; pi+ Ap(0) +Bp0(0) = ZR p(x)e�x2dx + Ap(0) +Bp0(0): (6.1)In this ase we haveK n�1 = 0� Kn�1(0; 0) Kn�1(0; 0) K(0;1)n�1 (0; 0)Kn�1(0; 0) Kn�1(0; 0) K(0;1)n�1 (0; 0)K(1;0)n�1 (0; 0) K(0;1)n�1 (0; 0) K(1;1)n�1 (0; 0)1A ; D = 0�A 0 00 0 B0 B 0 1A ;thus (2.7) yieldseHn(x) = Hn(x)� (Kn�1(x; 0);Kn�1(x; 0);K(0;1)n�1(x; 0) )D(I + K n�1D)�10�Hn(0)Hn(0)H 0n(0)1A :As we already pointed out in the ase when some point masses oinide with some points forthe derivatives of the delta Dira masses, as in this ase, the formulas an be redued. In fatsine in this ase (2.3) and (2.4) are the same, we an redue the dimensions of the matriesK n�1 and D K n�1 = � Kn�1(0; 0) K(0;1)n�1 (0; 0)K(1;0)n�1 (0; 0) K(1;1)n�1 (0; 0)� ; D = �A BB 0 � : (6.2)Thus (2.7) yieldseHn(x) = Hn(x)� (Kn�1(x; 0);K(0;1)n�1(x; 0) )D(I + K n�1D)�1�Hn(0)H 0n(0)� ;or, equivalently,eHn(x) = Hn(x)� A eHn(0)Kn�1(x; 0)� B eHn(0)K(0;1)n�1(x; 0)� B eH 0n(0)Kn�1(x; 0); (6.3)where, using the notation (6.2) we have� eHn(0)eH 0n(0)� = (I + K n�1D)�1�Hn(0)H 0n(0)� :Here (Hn) denotes the lassial moni Hermite polynomials.12



6.1 An expliit representation formulaIn order to give expliit formulas for these new polynomials eHn we should ompute the orre-sponding kernels for the Hermite polynomials. We will distinguish the even and odd polyno-mials. To ompute the kernels Kn�1(x; 0) we use the Christo�el-Darboux formulaKn�1(x; y) = 1hu; H2n�1iHn(x)Hn�1(y)�Hn(y)Hn�1(x)x� y ; n � 1 : (6.4)For the Hermite polynomials Hn we have hu; H2ni = n!p�2n andH2m(0) = (�1)m(2m� 1)!22m�1(m� 1)! ; H2m�1(0) = 0; m = 1; 2; 3; : : : :Then, using (6.4) we obtainK2m�1(x; 0) = (�1)m�12p�m! H 02m(x)x ; K2m(x; 0) = (�1)mp�m! H2m+1(x)x ; (6.5)from where, taking the limit x! 0 and using the property H 0n(x) = nHn�1(x), we getK2m�1(0; 0) = (2m� 1)!22m�2p�(m� 1)!2 ; K2m(0; 0) = (2m+ 1)!22mp�m!2 : (6.6)Next we ompute the kernel K(0;1)n�1 (x; 0). For doing that we take the derivative of (6.4) in yand put y = 0. With the help of the aforesaid properties of the Hermite polynomials this yieldsK(0;1)2m�1(x; 0) = (�1)m�12p�m! 4mxH2m(x) +H 02m(x)x2 ; K(0;1)2m (x; 0) = (�1)mp�m! H2m+1(x)� xH 02m+1(x)x2 ;(6.7)from where easily follows the values K(0;1)2m�1(0; 0) = K(0;1)2m (0; 0) = 0. Thus K(0;1)n�1 (0; 0) =K(1;0)n�1 (0; 0). Finally, we need to ompute the value K(1;1)n�1 (0; 0). For doing this we take derivativesof (6.4) in x and y, respetively and put x = y = 0. This yields the valuesK(1;1)2m (0; 0) = K(1;1)2m�1(0; 0) = (2m+ 1)!3 � 22m�2p�(m� 1)!m! : (6.8)Using all the above results we obtaineH2m(0) = H2m(0)1 + AK2m�1(0; 0)�B2K2m�1(0; 0)K(1;1)2m�1(0; 0) ;eH 02m(0) = �BK(1;1)2m�1(0; 0)H2m(0)1 + AK2m�1(0; 0)�B2K2m�1(0; 0)K(1;1)2m�1(0; 0) ;eH2m+1(0) = B(2m+ 1)K2m(0; 0)H2m(0)1 + AK2m(0; 0)�B2K2m(0; 0)K(1;1)2m (0; 0) ;eH 02m+1(0) = (2m + 1)(1 + AK2m(0; 0))H2m(0)1 + AK2m(0; 0)�B2K2m(0; 0)K(1;1)2m (0; 0) :
(6.9)
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Then, (6.3) transforms into the following expliit representation formula in terms of the lassialmoni Hermite polynomialsx2 eH2m(x) = [x2 + a(m)x℄H2m(x) + [b(m)x + (m)℄H 02m(x); m � 1x2 eH2m+1(x) = [x2 + d(m)x + e(m)℄H2m+1(x) + f(m)xH 02m+1(x); m � 0; (6.10)where a(m) = 2B(�1)m eH2m(0)p�(m� 1)! ; b(m) = (�1)m2p�m! [A eH2m(0) +B eH 02m(0)℄;(m) = B(�1)m eH2m(0)2p�m! ; d(m) = (�1)m+1p�m! [A eH2m+1(0) +B eH 02m+1(0)℄;e(m) = B(�1)m+1 eH2m+1(0)p�m! ; f(m) = B(�1)m eH2m+1(0)p�m! :6.2 The TTRR relationTo ompute the oeÆient en of the TTRR we use (3.2) en = heu; eH2n(x)i=heu; eH2n�1(x)i, whereheu; eH2n(x)i is given by (2.8), i.e.,heu; eH2n(x)i = hu; H2n(x)i + (Hn(0); H 0n(0) )�A BB 0 �� eHn(0)eH 0n(0)�= hu; H2n(x)i + AHn(0) eHn(0) +BHn(0) eH 0n(0) +BH 0n(0) eHn(0):Thuse2m = m1 + (�1)mp�m! [A eH2m(0) +B eH 02m(0)℄1 + 2(�1)m+1p�(m�1)!B eH2m�1(0) ; e2m+1 = 2m+ 12 1 + 2(�1)mp�m! B eH2m+1(0)1 + (�1)mp�m! [A eH2m(0) +B eH 02m(0)℄ :To ompute e�n we use the formula e�n = ebn � ebn�1 where ebn denotes the oeÆient of xn�1 ofeHn. Then using (6.10) we �nd eb2m = a(m), eb2m+1 = d(m), thuse�2m = (�1)mp�(m� 1)! [2B eH2m(0)� A eH2m�1(0)� B eH 02m�1(0)℄;e�2m+1 = (�1)m+1p�m! [2B eH2m(0) + A eH2m+1(0) +B eH 02m+1(0)℄:6.3 The seond order di�erential equationLet now obtain the SODE. We will follow the same algorithm as in [3℄. First of all, notie that(6.10) an be written in the uni�ed formx2 eHn(x) = �(x; n)Hn(x) + �(x; n)H 0n(x): (6.11)14



Taking the derivatives of the above expression we havex2 eH 0n(x) + 2x eHn(x) = �0(x; n)Hn(x) + � 0(x; n)H 0n(x) + �(x; n)H 0n(x) + �(x; n)H 00n(x):Now we multiply by x and use (6.11) to eliminate the funtion eHn(x) as well as the SODE forthe lassial Hermite polynomials H 00n(x)� 2xH 0n(x) + �nHn(x) = 0 (�n = n=2) to obtainx3 eH 0n(x) = (x; n)Hn(x) + Æ(x; n)H 0n(x); (6.12)where(x; n) = x�0(x; n)� x�n�(x; n)� 2�(x; n); Æ(x; n) = x�(x; n)+ x� 0(x; n)+ 2(x2� 1)�(x; n):Applying the same proedure but starting with (6.12) we obtainx4 eH 00n(x) = �(x; n)Hn(x) + �(x; n)H 0n(x); (6.13)where�(x; n) = x0(x; n)� x�nÆ(x; n)� 3(x; n); �(x; n) = x(x; n) + xÆ0(x; n) + (2x2 � 3)Æ(x; n):From (6.11), (6.12) and (6.13) it follows that������� x2 eHn(x) �(x; n) �(x; n)x3 eH 0n(x) (x; n) Æ(x; n)x4 eH 00n(x) �(x; n) �(x; n) ������� = 0;or, equivalently,x2[�(x; n)Æ(x; n)� (x; n)�(x; n)℄ eH 00n(x) + x[�(x; n)�(x; n)� �(x; n)�(x; n)℄ eH 0n(x)+[(x; n)�(x; n)� �(x; n)Æ(x; n)℄ eHn(x) = 0:For the even ase, we have �(x; 2m) = x2+a(m)x, �(x; 2m) = b(m)x+(m) and �2m = 4m,then, after some straightforward but umbersome alulations (we use Mathematia in orderto simplify the expressions) we �nde�(x; 2m) eH 002m(x) + e� (x; 2m) eH 02m(x) + e�(x; 2m) eH2m(x) = 0;wheree�(x; 2m) = x2hx4 + x2a2(m) + 4mx2b2(m)� 2x(m) + 2x3(m) + 4m2(m)+xb(m) (�x + 2x3 + 8m(m)) + a(m) (2x3 + 2x3b(m)� (m) + 2x2(m)) i;e�(x; 2m) = �xh2x6 + 2x2 (x2 � 1) a2(m) + 4mx2 (1 + 2x2) b2(m) + 9x(m)�6x3(m) + 4x5(m)� 4m2(m) + 8mx22(m) + x2b(m) (5� 2x2 + 4x4 + 16mx(m))+2a(m) (2x5 � x3 + x (3� x2 + 2x4) b(m) + 5(m)� 3x2(m) + 2x4(m)) i;15



ande�(x; 2m) = 3x4 + 4mx6 + (6x2 + (�2 + 4m) x4) a2(m) + 4mx2 (�3 + 2x2 + 4mx2) b2(m)�6x(m) + 6x3(m)� 12mx3(m) + 8mx5(m)� 16m2(m) + 16m2x22(m)+xb(m) (�3x+ 6x3 + 8mx5 � 36m(m) + 8mx2(m) + 32m2x2(m))+a(m)[7x3 � 2x5 + 8mx5 + 2x (5x2 + 6mx2 � 2x4 + 4mx4 � 3) b(m)� 14(m)+14x2(m)� 4x4(m) + 8mx4(m)℄:For the odd ase, �(x; 2m+1) = x2+d(m)x+e(m), �(x; 2m+1) = f(m)x, and �2m+1 = 4m+2,then e�(x; 2m+ 1) eH 002m+1(x) + e�(x; 2m+ 1) eH 02m+1(x) + e�(x; 2m+ 1) eH2m+1(x) = 0;wheree�(x; 2m+ 1) = x2hx2d2(m) + e2(m) + e(m) (2x2 + f(m) + 2x2f(m)) + x2 (x2 � f(m))+x2 (2x2f(m) + 2f 2(m) + 4mf 2(m)) + 2xd(m) (e(m) + x2 (1 + f(m))) i;e�(x; 2m + 1) = �xh2x2 (x2�1) d2(m)+2 (x2�2) e2(m) + e(m) (4x4�4x2 + 5f(m)�2x2f(m)+4x4f(m)) + d(m) (4x5�2x3 + (4x3�6x) e(m) + 6xf(m)�2x3f(m) + 4x5f(m))+x2 (2x4+5f(m)�2x2f(m)+4x4f(m)+2f 2(m)+4mf 2(m)+4x2f 2(m)+8mx2f 2(m)) i;ande�(x; 2m+ 1) = (6x2 + 4mx4) d2(m) + (11� 2x2 + 4mx2) e2(m) + xd(m) (7x2 + 2x4 + 8mx4+(15� 2x2 + 8mx2) e(m)� 6f(m) + 16x2f(m) + 12mx2f(m) + 8mx4f(m))+e(m) (6x2 + 8mx4 � 7f(m) + 22x2f(m) + 24mx2f(m)� 4x4f(m) + 8mx4f(m))+x2 (3x2 + 2x4 + 4mx4 � 3f(m) + 6x2f(m) + 4x4f(m) + 8mx4f(m)� 6f 2(m)�12mf 2(m) + 8x2f 2(m) + 24mx2f 2(m) + 16m2x2f 2(m))Using the above SODE we an study the distribution of zeros of the eHn polynomials by meansof the entral moments [7℄ and the WKB algorithm [20℄ in a similar way as it was done in [3℄.6.4 The raising and lowering operatorsFor the raising and lowering operators we follow the algorithm desribed in setion 4. We needto obtain the relations (2.14) and (2.15). Sine (6.1) we have hu; pi = heu; pi � Ap(0)� Bp0(0),i.e., the lassi Hermite funtional an be obtained from the funtional eu via the addition ofthe same masses A and B but with a di�erent sign. Then we have the following representation(ompare with (6.3))Hn(x) = eHn(x) + AHn(0)eKn�1(x; 0) +BHn(0)eK(0;1)n�1(x; 0) +BH 0n(0)eKn�1(x; 0); (6.14)16



where eKn and eK(0;1)n are the kernel polynomials orresponding to the family eHn. Then usingthe Christo�el-Darboux formula for the eHn polynomials we obtainx2H2m(x) = [x2 + ea(m)x +eb(m)℄ eH2m(x) + [e(m)x+ ed(m)℄ eH2m�1(x); m � 1x2 eH2m+1(x) = [x2 + ee(m)x℄ eH2m+1(x) + ef(m)x eH2m(x); m � 0; (6.15)whereea(m) = H2m(0)heu; eH2m�1i [A eH2m�1(0) +B eH 02m�1(0)℄; eb(m) = BH2m(0) eH2m�1(0)heu; eH2m�1i ;e(m) = � H2m(0)heu; eH2m�1i [A eH2m(0) +B eH 02m(0)℄; ed(m) = �BH2m(0) eH2m(0)heu; eH2m�1i ;ee(m) = B(2m+ 1)H2m(0) eH2m(0)heu; eH2mi ; ef(m) = �B(2m+ 1)H2m(0) eH2m+1(0)heu; eH2mi :From the last equation in (6.15) if we hange n by n�1 and use the TTRR for the polynomialseHn we obtain the following expression for the polynomials eH2m�1(x)x2 eH2m�1(x) = "x2 + ee(m� 1)x + x� e�2m�1e2m�1 x ef(m� 1)# eH2m�1(x)� x ef(m)e2m�1 eH2m(x): (6.16)Next, we rewrite the �rst equation in (6.10)x2 eH2m(x) = �(x; 2m)H2m(x) + 2m�(x; 2m)H2m�1(x): (6.17)Thus A(x; 2m) = �(x; 2m) and B(x; 2m) = 2m�(x; 2m). Using the TTRR for the Hermitepolynomials the seond equation an be easily transformed as followsx2 eH2m�1(x) = �2�(x; 2m� 1)H2m(x) + [�(x; 2m� 1) + 2x�(x; 2m� 1)℄H2m�1(x): (6.18)Thus C(x; 2m) = �2�(x; 2m� 1) and D(x; 2m) = �(x; 2m� 1) + 2x�(x; 2m� 1).From (6.15) and (6.16) we haveA(x; 2m) = x2 + ea(m)x +eb(m); B(x; 2m) = e(m)x + ed(m);C(x; 2m) = �x ef (m)e2m�1 ; D(x; 2m) = x2 + ee(m� 1)x + x� e�2m�1e2m�1 x ef(m� 1):Finally, from the properties of the Hermite polynomials in formulas (2.11) and (2.13) we getM1(x; 2m) = 0; N1(x; 2m) = 2m; M2(x; 2m� 1) = 2x; N2(x; 2m� 1) = �2:Substituting all the above formulas in (4.5) and (4.6) we obtain the lowering operator, and in(4.7) the raising operator. The same an be performed for the odd ase.17



Before onluding this setion let us point out that there exist the lowering-like and raising-like operators. For the sake of ompleteness we will show how they an be obtained for theeven ase. The odd ase in ompletely similar. If we rewrite (6.12) in the formx3 eH 02m(x) = (x; 2m)H2m(x) + 2mÆ(x; 2m)H2m�1(x);and use the equations (6.17) and (6.18) we get the lowering-like operatore (x; 2m) eH 02m(x) =M1(x; 2m) eH2m(x) +N1(x; 2m) eH2m�1(x); (6.19)wheree (x; 2m) = x[�(x; 2m)(�(x; 2m� 1) + 2x�(x; 2m� 1)) + 4m�(x; 2m� 1)�(x; 2m)℄;M 1(x; 2m) = (x; 2m)[�(x; 2m� 1) + 2x�(x; 2m� 1)℄ + 4m�(x; 2m� 1)Æ(x; 2m);N 1(x; 2m) = 2m[�(x; 2m)Æ(x; 2m)� �(x; 2m)(x; 2m)℄:To obtain the raising-like operator we an use the TTRR for the polynomials eHn to substi-tute eH2m�1(x) in (6.19) that leads toe (x; 2m) eH 02m(x) =M2(x; 2m) eH2m(x) +N2(x; 2m) eH2m+1(x); (6.20)M 2(x;n) =M1(x;n) + x� e�nen N 1(x;n); N 2(x;n) = �N 1(x;n)en :The odd ase an be obtained in a similar way.Aknowledgements: This work is partially supported by Direi�on General de Investigai�on(Ministerio de Cienia y Tenolog��a) of Spain BFM 2000-0206-C04, Junta de Andalu��a FQM-0262, and INTAS no 2000-272.Referenes[1℄ R. �Alvarez-Nodarse and F. Marell�an: A Generalization of the Classial Laguerre Polynomials.Rend. Cir. Mat. Palermo. Serie II, 44, (1995), 315-329.[2℄ R. �Alvarez-Nodarse and F. Marell�an: A Generalization of the Classial Laguerre Polynomials:Asymptoti Properties and zeros. Appl. Analysis 62, (1996), 349-366.[3℄ R. �Alvarez-Nodarse, F. Marell�an, and J. Petronilho: WKB approximation and Krall-type or-thogonal polynomials. Ata Appliandae Mathematiae, 54, (1998), 27-58.[4℄ J. Arves�u, R. �Alvarez-Nodarse, F. Marell�an, and K.H. Kwon: Some extension of the Bessel-typeorthogonal polynomials. Integral Trans. and Speial Funt., (7) 3-4, (1998), 191-214.[5℄ J. Arves�u, R. �Alvarez-Nodarse, and F. Marell�an: On a modi�ation of the Jaobi linear fun-tional: Asymptoti properties and zeros of the orresponding orthogonal polynomials. Ata Ap-pliandae Mathematiae 71 (2002), 127-158. 18
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